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A certain and serious void exists in
the knowledge acquired over tedious years
of .study endured by thousandS of young
people graduating this month front high
schools and colleges over America_ The
tniksing, wisdom can cripple their lives,
as it has for many of us. . .without our
resifting •it.
In common with the graduates, we
studied civics, bookkeeping, algebra, science and a potpourri of subjects, besides
our Three R'r. Much of it we managed to
'understand and our teachers sometimes
gave, us an A.
- We didn't deserve the A. We could
understand the subjects, but we could
not interpret them to fit our daily lives,
and this lack has cost us dearly, and
will just as surely cost the thousands of
1948 graduates.
Some, examples may clarify the foregoing. We studied bookkeeping, with its
' trail balances, corporation reporti and
'the like. Hut we did not learn at school
'the simple knack of applying this to
household finances.
The school 'forgot to teach us how to
keep a personal budget and we are the

why we pay taxes. Somehow the school
forgot to tell us about the government of
our own city and to take us down and
let us see what happens at police court,
council meetings and in the county offices.
They forgot to telli Lis how to compare our
city government mlith that
other cities

a

and to
we are
We
makes

interpret tfie data, to know where
good and where bad.
studied science and know what
the atom tick, but when our au-

tomobile coughs in ite innards, we know
it means another garage bill, even if
it's a matter of tightening a screw. We
wouldn't know which Screw to tighten.
Of course we ,don't expect to be able
to do everything for ourselves.
The specialists have to make a living
too.
But wouldn't it be nice if schools would
bring some of • the problems taught to
more of a personal level?
When they tell us what they do in
Washington, let them tell us what goe:A
on at our own crossroads.
When we probe the atom, lets find Out
why our clock gears make the hands go
round in 24 hours, instead, of 20.
poorer.
The graduates this year will get along
Thousands of families needing this without these little nicities, just as we
knowledge most are living in a pennyPinching manner because they lack the
Certainly they are better prepared than
interpretative ability to keep their own we were, but there seems to be a chance
books and to make their money do more for more improvement.
for less.
The more knowledge we give our childIn school we also studied civic, We ren, the more understanding they must
found out what makes the wheels of have to go with it.
our national government go round • and
(P. B.)

Still in his vigorous fifties, General
Dwight Eisenhower last Sunday put behind him the military life that had been
his from West Point days to the command
of more troops than any man in history.
His leave-taking of comrades was within
a few miles of
Vernon to which
George Washingto returned after '+ leading the colonists tio victory. Andrer
son came from New Orleans to be
in
a farmer near Nashville. Zachary Taylor
who gained more glory in Mexico than
any American soldier had little time to
enjoy a respite from war until he entered
the political arena. U. S. Grant continued
to command the army after Appromattox,
and John J. Pershing soon retired to the
Inactive status of a veteran and from
Washington looks back over a career that
lead him to the top command in World
War I.
Washingtoh,,- wasn't long allowed to
farm his ample acres alongside the Potomac, nor was Jackson permitted to race
his horses and entertain celebrities at
the Hermitages, which each would have
chosen, for a grateful nation turned enthusiastically to them as fit material for
the presidency. Taylor was away from
war only a little while before the White
House was his domicile, and the same ex-

Iteibeet:

other services are ati far behind • morning we got a postcard talk- up-tcHtate. Can you
desirable state*. Work of this ing that the advertisement be teration?
Gather ye rosebud; while ye may..
group is necessarily slow, fob cancelled . He had found tly:
Old Time is still allying,
the neglect of many years needs heytilljr
in a very ununial And the same guy who fella to •
correction. Surveys being made place . . his trouser pocket
day
will reveal the facts; then busiTomorrow will be buying.
a
a
a
ness men. in whomthe comm4m
(Kentucky Purchaser)
G W. McConnell, Louisville,
ilty has confidence will have to son of 'Mr and Mrs. Dick M.—
* * *
stand for electson as inagistrateb
anti niembers of the council, to
get the big job done properly.
•
*
Greenville Ktwania n s are
rinsing $10,000 with which to put

newest:one tights in school clinksrooms, install proper lavatory
facilities and paint the building

inside and out. "The lighting,"
says the appeal for clonatims,
"has alway;s been inadequate anti
few elabsrooms have been painted since the buildings were

erected." Thus it appears schools
in Greenvilhi tnily be worse off
than ours, at least in physical

condition.
*

*

Comfell. played golf here Sun
A major operation is in proday . . . G
W is the newly cress at The Leader . . . ereceleetiid president of the Falls tion of a large, new Linotype
machine which will perform a
City Golf Assoviation and an ar
den! links
lot of tricks no newspaper here*
*
abouts has evor been able to do
iv Rowland, lame arm
it heretofore. This ought to result
all laid it tin the Permyriler in in fewer errors, more diversifiour f:rst round If golf for this cation of display type in adverseason. ant so did Arch Walker tisements
. and an improved
and NIA7k 'kinnin,Oiato Car: appearance if The header, all
Soark,
holes that day. around.
*
*
I am tIny Johnny Graharo
until iiiter
Ft vi' members ! of our family
*
*
*
are greatly disappointed because
1:!arl said he had some tiles, we will miss the summer meetin connection with the ,burning ing-of the Kentucky Press Asso-

of his barn laid Irridez If Dugan ciation, to be held at Miuneseth
Ordwav's baler hadn't broken Cave, June
3-5. Altho we

*

Ken Jolmitim, genial boss of
the flilorspai eutfit
and wideh. popular here. tele

down, the ham would have been
full of has.,
iif only half
ful!

sought them a month ahead of
iinw, no aeiirionodatIIHIS could

perience was Grunt's. Pershing alone of
the military chieftains remained the
soldier, for already Eisenhower had accepted the presidency of Columbia University, ana in a few days will be in civilian
garb to begin a life entirely new to him.
There is a determined effort to influence
him in another direction—toward the
White House in which Washington, JackSon, Taylor and Grant found living quarters.
To be a hero to the nation and lionized
wherever he goes must present a temptation to General Eisenhower. But the presidency has few new honors to offer the
man whose military laurels are brightest
of any from the second World War. It
would bek a change in environment, but
with no aptitude for politics and apparently little inclination toward that sort of
public life, it does hold dangers for the
man who stands at the top of the profession to which he dedicated his life when
a youth. Grant was a great soldier. As
President of the United States his record
had little luster to compare with his
martial fame. And to subject General
Eisenhower to the blandishments and the
pitfalls of political life does seem to be
thrusting him into possible perils he may
easily avoid.
(Owensboro

Kentucky On The March

Fulton Doing Fine -Except Schools
By Ewing Galloway
Erl Sensing, editor of the Fulton Leader, describes the Jackson Purchase as a
sort of displaced region politically.
"Because (tour one-party system here,
we are taken for granted and treated as
poor relations by the Democrats when
they are in office and cast outside the
family circle when the Republicans control
the State."
. Fulton's population is 7,000, and the
State line splits it in two. Kentucky has
about 4,000 to Tennessee's 3,000 and, as
Mr. Sensing puts it, the thinking of the
people in both communities is decidedly
Kentuckian. Editor Sensing thinks practically all the 8,000 south of the line
would consider themselves Kentuckians if
the tax laws of this State were as good as
Tennessee's and our State authorities
gave the Purchase an even break with
districts where neither political party in
certain about election returns.
Here are some ottethe things recently

directions.
The city council has gone to work officially to bring TVA power to Fulton
with a view to inducing new industries
to move in.
Fulton county claims the largest Farm
Bureau organization in the State.
The city is proud of the fact,that it is
the smallest in organized baseball. Nearly
all the population turns out when the
Railroaders tKitty League) are playing
on the home grounds.
itMr. Sensing is telling you about Fulton's school system in his own words.
"Our greatest single problem at the
present time is the deplorable conditions
of our schools. The only reason they are
open now—and their only hope of reopening this fall, lies in the willingness
of our teachers to sacrifice themselves
for our youth. There just isn't enough
(ex money to run our schools properly.
"tinder the urging of'local citizens our
representative in the Legislature introduced and had passed in both houses a

done or definitely cooking in Fulton:
measure to make the City of Fulton a
A new city council has started actual separate district for purposes of taxation
construction of a new $200,000 water —in order,that we might raise our own

taxes to support our'schools. It was mereA $40,000 flood control job to prevent ly another case of wanting to shift for
damage by flash floods of a creek that ourselves. Unfortunately for us, the bill
rune through the heart of the city.
vas' vetoed by the governor.
A $260,000 icing station, built with "The revolt against the old "status
furnished by enterprising local quo" is growing. The people of Fulton are
„eapitsd
„.
'era/num Men,.is nearing completion..This hot asking for a "plan" on the part'of
.114 WOPPInir on tke Illinois Central others to help them with their problems
4
and, indirectly, benefit Fulton. —they are deterniined to strike ostt on
OAS run out of the city, in five their MIL"
•

Somebody took a spill. Somebody turned up with a small rip in his pants.
Somebody's
getting that rip taken care of right away, because his' mother has learned
through experience
that "a stitch in time" saves nine---or more—later on.
But this experience, which is coming in so handy right now,
shouldn't be forgotten
when it comes to more important aspects of growing up. For
example, there's Sunday
School ...

That's a real stitch in time.

But are your sons or daughters getting the full

benefit of it?
Sunday Schools exist to mend up young minds when necessary,
and help them grow
into good ones. When a child is quite young, that mending is an easy
job, and one that
the Sunday School is well able to do. But neglect that mending job
now, and
those mental "ripe' grow wider fast. Later, they can turn into serious
character
flaws, sometimes too wide to mend, and almost always causing
bitterness or
unhappiness.
So don't forget to utilize this valuable "stitch in time" at
where your child is concerned. Start him on the right
road now.

this time

It's a good road—a well-traveled road. It's' a road that's
plainly marked "Sunday School—this way ..."

DOT'S DRIVE-IN
SULA AND ELI7A NALL
CORNER DRUG.STORE
PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER CO.
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and find copper, and
• that they plan to Kentucky, lists the following rea.
operation for appendicitis at.
loch rainy weather, both favor- the signal comes, start c
October 22,1918. Kdward Gard. vaccination as a sons why it is important to have Norton's Infirmary in Louisville
measure against animals bled and vaccinated un- Wednesday rnorninf, and at last rett, president of the Fist Ni
mg tomato blight germ develop- procedure.
e, This plan calls der supervision:report from him he was getting tional Bank, is confined to his
the herd for Bang's
bed and apartments with a seIt is first necessary to know along nicely.
yes 4 to 7 months whether the calves are negative
vere attack of influenza.
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---September 27, 1918. Mts. G. W.
ing pereitive animals There is no vslue what-so-ever
November 13, 1918. Dixie SatTowery, who is touring the
in vaccinating a positive animal. county in the interest of the terfield; J. D. Wallace and Wiland federal plan for
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ing. After this is and a complete recold is kept.
Leader for use in Saturday day morning.
iryman can decide If it is necessary to use a live
morning's issue.
will follow the calf- organism (Strain 19). Unless the
November 22, 1918. Mack Yintion plan or the test vaccine is handled properly you
OCti,ber 15, 118 Mrs. Fannie son is here on a ten days' furr plan.
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a year at the time of will cause undulant fever.
ceived a • letter from her son, J. s. Williams and son, Jack, of
PGA quarter-final round at Norwood Hills Country Club, '
herd test.
If calves are positive due to Hodge Wilhelm, announcing his
!Paducah, enroute home from a
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25 gallons of spray, wantld big • town life
November
b
22, 1212. Everett preferred, as it covers better and pound mikes
ecides to sell, one or ! Records are kept at the State and are not classed as reactors
--and got it!
sticks better. The most easily or two level tablespoons, one
Howton
came
in
on
a
ten-day
must be sold for Department of Agriculture show- until they reach 2% years of age.
materials.come
furlough from Great Lakes, Ill., recogritzed signal for starting ap- gallon. The same
in ready-to-use dust, carrylast Thursday. He will return to plication is when the first clus- also,
SATURDAY, MAY 29 - OPEN 10 A. M.
Great Lakes .next Saturday, and ter of,.blooms is fully open, ing from 5 percept to 7 percent
Murder Under The Hypnotic Spell Of A Madman'
from there will go to Harvard though one might wait until the copper. Besides, there are severUniversity, at Cambridge, Mass.,, first fruits are half grown. al .coppers that come only in
to attend radio school.
Three more applications, or bet- dust form, as Tomato Dust,
ter, four, should follow. at inter- COCS, 820, CC Dust and Dithane
November 22, 1918. Sergeant vals of 10 days..
2-78.
Mayor Sam Koltinsky, who has Coppers for use in spray are:
At the first application, one
been stationed at Camp Johnson, Copper-A, Tri-basic Copp e r, gallon of spray covers 25 plants,
Jacksonville, Fla., has been dis- Tenn. 28 and Kopper King. On and Vs-pound of dust, the same,
charged from army service, and the average, they carry 50 per- but as the ,plants grow, more
returned home this morning,
cent of metallic copper. One material is required, and at the
-November 22, 1918. Lieut.
Four
Briadus Cunningham is here on
indefinite furlough from
an
Chapit
eriiii
Camp Hancock, Ga.'
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1 HE GARDEN
By JOHN S. GARDNER
Kentucky College of Agricutture —
and Homo Economics

are snapping up
these air-conditioned straws. Caribbean palm braids, open-mesh rayma
weaves. Lightweight comfort!

Smart men in town

TOMATO BLIGHT
The severe kind of blight that
aused so great a loss of tomatoes
in the past several years has
been reported as close as Alabama and it may reach Kentucky soon. Anyhow, there always
is the milder form of bllelst,
that knocks off tomato leaves
one be case, and The istettrei
ommended for the severe kind
controls the milder form, too.
Thus one will be repaid, one way
hr another.
The material to use is copper,
as spray or dust, .but spray is

'INGER FORM KEYS!
•New! The most sensational
typewriter improvement in years
—FINGER FORM Kays—designed to cradk your finger Opal
And only the New ROYAL
noerAete—the world's first
'y moderi,typewriter— has
revolutionary feature!
And more,besides!
New Booty! Speed %weer'
Rapid Ribbon Clwager!
"Magic" Margin!
And many other important

OF THE

eith

tEl .1. C0811

ADULTS
Cli/LDREN
All Tax Included

It Takes The Cake As Their Nuttiest Picture!

Cool short sleeved Topflight'
sport shirts. Durable, washable Sanforizedt cotton. Slick
broadcloths, smart oxfords,
airy mesh weaves. Vat dyed
colors. Stock up on them now!

Summer shoes that emphasize coinfort! Casual moccasin types, wall
lasts. Dressy bal oxfords, ventilated
bluchers.

790

*Roe. 13.5. 150.1.*.

STARTLING! SUSPENSEFUL! DIFFERENT!
formula for mai*
attnie taurie picks the prettiest woven
cl-arnbray to give you summer charm. Cetfore
as subtly blended as the rainbow.
Sizes 9 to 15.
&Wm* *dying Conifirrt

MEN'S PAJAMAS

th SaaforisetPcombed
nor broadcloth! Ngaft collies. Good look.
durable!
OVEN PAITESINS.,..11.1111
M141* 1.1110•••,;4....140
wit immori 11110.

Juan Caulfield • 1311(1P Raull
Audrey 'letter Crust ance Benntrt
Him! Hatfield iistD,I,Er tolls

women

0 eeeDwI
city
can Occupation Army at the rate
of 260 a week, the provost marshal's • office repoits. • the office
said about 40 percent of the'
women suffered from venereal
diseases.
German police are cooperating
with military police in ridding
the streets of prostitutes, but
lack df hospital space prohibits
adequate care for them, the report says. No increase was reported in the ,number of persons "rolled"—cases in which the
victims spent a night with a newfound acquaintance and awoke
to find money, watch, clothing
add friend missing. The office
said Americans should be "more
selective" in making aceluaintames

)$044U*rters

Mar
&OM MAMA* "FONSII., Mr. Sayinoed Pete* has
'be attended tiktUthern Beg- turned home SAW speeding alte*
bkiVention last week.
eral weeks roe a patient at Prism*.
Mass Ma Nell Brook* spent ton Hospital.
..•this week-rind • as guest of hex Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and
Cetatin. Joe Ann Winters at the daughter, Kay, and Mr. and Mrs.
hitate At her parents, Mr. and Ray Blackburn visited the zoo in
Mrs. Reg Winters, in Mexico.
Evansville, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco and
Mrs. Harlan Thomas, Hopkinsehildren. Danny, Kittle Jean and vile, spent Tuesday as guest a
Noel, Fulton, spent the week-end her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Ali guests of. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Koon.
Hillyard.
Mr. John Terry, Marion, 41
Word was received here Satur- very ill at ate home of his
day of the death of Hugh Warren daughter, Mrs. M. r Rice, hay—
Driver, 59, in Marion. Mrs. W. M. ing suffered a heart attack there IOC EY AND MOUNT IN NOSE FINISH— The suspense is brmitb-taking
Jockey
Young, Mrs. D. 0. Boaz and last week, while visiting.
Marvin Ferrel hangs on head of his mount, Distime, before hitting the sod' as he conies
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz called at
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Easley and a cropper in the Mile and one-half hurdle
race at Belmont Park, New York, (May 22) .
the residence Saturday after- grandson, of Harrisburg,
Mike Sirico made this photo finish of rider and horse parting company.
noon. Mr. Driver was a former were Sunday guests of'Mrs,
, Photographer
rear/lent here. ,
BCE. Burtbn.
‘.t7.(AP Wirephoto)
Rev. Donald Deane was in PaDinner' guests of Mr. and Mrs
ducah Saturday on business..
Leslie Bright Sunday were.
Mr. and (Mrs. T. 0. Thompson Mrs. Lem Beckner, Mrs. Cliftoon Friday after spending the winand children, Joan, Don and Jud- Wooci and daughter, Princeton,•ter in Bradenton, Fla.
Mr. E. M. Franklin, Nashville,
ith, Cannon, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Bright, Calvert City,' Mr. an,d.. Mrs. Allen Fuller, Tenn., and daughter and son-in• Mrs. J. W. McGill and daugh- i Nashville, spent Saturday as law, Murfreesboro, Tenn., visited
Mrs. Floyd Jones and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Beavers, ter, and Mr. and Mrs. .J. W. Mc- guests of his mother, Mrs. Amble his brother, Mr. George Franklin, Better methods from the plant
iFuller, and family.
Saturday night.
bed to the stripping room are
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe LaMarre Gill, Jr., of Sturgis.
and children, Michael and Bar- " Miss Carol B. Quertermous, I Mrs. John F. Rice and son, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Taylor call- included in a long-time tobaccobara Lee, Detroit, spent the , Murray, spent the week with her Dick. left Thursday for Jackson, ed on Mr. and Mrs. George improvement program adopted
wesle-end with Mrs. Allie Bugg.'father, Mr. J. B. Quertermous.
Miss., vhere they will be the Franklin Kiinday
by farmers in Kenton county.
Mrs. Grace Cox visited Mrs. J,
After a conference attended
0. Beshears Sunday. "
by Russell Hunt, College of Ag,
Mrs. Pearl Neal was in town
riculture Extension tobacco field
Saturday.
agent, farmers decided to give
Mr. Charlie Curnmms was the special attenticn to:
selection of
guest of Miss Anna Lee Darnell tobacco land and use of
fertilizSunday.
ers; growing of disease-resistant
Miss Violet Rollins and Miss varieties and testing of new
varNora Lamb have accepted a po- ieties; control of
diseases in
sition at the hosiery mill.
plant beds and fields; use of do'.
Mrs. Everette Young was in our ease-resistant tobaccos,
fertilizcommunity Sunday.
ers and manure to establish perMrs. Hester Powell and sons manent tobacco fields and
better
-44ere in Princeton Sunday night. methods of curing and
stripping.
Mr. and. Mrs. Russell McDan- Studies also will be made
of
iels visited her mother, Mrs. rates of setting plants.
Some
Walker, Sunday.
farmers get best results with
ro,„ws 42 inches apart and plants
guests of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cardin spaced 18 to 20 inches in the
and Mrs. Lemma 'Cruce, Clarks- row.
County Agent C. A. Wicklund
ville, Tenn., spent the week-end
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan announced a meeting in September to see what progress
H. Bennett.
Mrs. Amble Fuller is in Nash- had been made.
ville where she will attend gradAl very low temperatures heluating exercises of stir daughterin-law, at General Hospital ium becomes a liquid and then
develops such tremendous coPilNurses' Training School.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs lary action that it will overtisve received word that their flow any container in which it
daughter, Mrs. A. F. Burnette, is placed.
Capt. Burnette and son, Myron,
are enroute home from Okinawa.,
where they have spent two
years. They are expected home
the first part of June.

awson Road

Drive in to our super servile station now and
let us ready your car for the open roads
put it in tip-Sop shape for saf,), smooth
summer driving. We check it thoroughly
from bumper to bumper . . . service it
completely.

Whity's Service

NOW AMERICA'S FAVORITE
NOM PAINT BRINGS YOU

never sacrifice quality.

Have your doctor leave your perscrip

WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER
124,963

Buy your sickroom supplies where ;.ou
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
a complete stock of quality merchandise at reasonable prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that a
prescription receives. Try us.
Wise. Mare Possalprisa Chipankah

WHO FILLS
PRESCRIPTIONS?

Corner Drug Store
We Deliver

KAISER and
FRAZER

are

tits NJ

MPHOUSE PAINT
Best buy in borne protection, for
over 80 years ...that's SherwinWilliams SWP House Paint! America's favorite,SWP pow brings you
a great big extra bonus-beast/A/kat
lasts a fell year longer than keret
In its whiter, brighter whites—or
In its cleaner,snore beautiful colors

—.SWP now gives your home a
new, "freshly-painted" look that
stays on and cud
The superb qiudity of SWP has
made millions of satis6ed vacua
Today, more than ever, Sherwin.
Williams SWP gives the most value
for your house paint moneyt

ItIONIST-IFILAI-THICKNISS I
No deep brush marks s s no
weak spots in the filnd

5.WHITIRI BBIONTERI Whits*
whites:s.brighter,lovelier. more
beautiful colors!

2.GUICKMDRYINGI

This new
SWP dries before heavy duet
s.
can collect!

&SAWS MORE MONEY* SWP
does not require repainting for
years1

4.SMOOTHIllt SURIFACIN SWPs
smoother, glossier surface
doesn't grip dird
4
.SELP-Cr,A NSING I Rains keep
SWP ,it and clean!

Phone 321

P1.

plenty of headroom!
plenty of

seatrooml

True Functional Design is beauty with a pur- the raiser
and the Fraser have more usable
pose. For example, the STREAMIHRU fenders space. MORE
SEAT WIDTH!... MORE HEAD
of the Kaiser or the Frazer are a style feature 100/41
. . . MOM LUGGAGE SPACE! The
others have attempted to copy. But the real ' Kaiser and the
Fraser aren't the same old girls
reason for the design hos been overlooked. In a new dress--they're
new from the road upl
The true function is to provide more grabble Rest of all
these modern cts from Willow Run
space without increasing over-all width. Only are yours at no
increase hi price!

filmy safe F asy.going corer fort with style, choose
"MinalonModern"Mmreeees
Slacks. .and be sure of the
best! Chome from a wide array
of handsome patterns,"MinuteModem" fabric* They're cut
with gawlese-Wire. Styled.the
&mous Meeterink way, as adwinked le PM and ESQUIRE!
Uses for you end Dad! Ser
them tomorrow!
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VICTIM OF $124,000 ROBBERY — Herman Schultz, bility, and dream only of roCooler and an air scoop comweren't. ThalAsittbignean, how- ..
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met get it by wire
mance,
I
75,
his
wealthy
away.
who;
bachelor
began-giving
recently
prising the entire frontal area
ever, she cata settle down to
MUCH LONGER
"Just the opposite is true.
fortune, holds a double-barreled shotgun as he stands by
of his chassis.
serious things.
is no fooling about her
There
your home's on fire.
Hidden .flangt in metal Parts a small safe which was untouched when his home in LeSuch as her schoolwork—shortlife. She is working very hard at
are being detected by 'Magna- Mars, Ia., was burglarized. A 300-pound safe containing
hand, typing, bookkeeping. It's
her studies, every week-day and
Get It Here
le," an extension of the matan unglamouous course for an 1
In
day.
fact,
at least six hours a
$124,341 was stolen. (AP Wirephoto)
The new scientiRc method of making BPS HOUSE PAINT
ambassador's daughter and one
naflux teats previously used on
we sometimes think we're pushgives it the unusual smooth, glossy finish ... the attractive
Rule
Golden
of the most photographed girls,
all speedway cars. Parts are
the
ing her too hard. But she'd be in the land,
appearance ... and the outstanding durability so much
magnetized, then dipped in a
the last to complain."
desired by home owners.
fluorescent liquid. Sub-surface America s.Glamor Diplomat
Applies.
Obviously, there are breaks
The sparkling beauty of your house ...when painted with
d'
cracks show clearly under MfrsBy Russell Landstrom
"The princesses are absolutely for a good time, differing little
BPS HOUSE FAINT will make you MOM proud of your home
(we etzwereavunes)
1.111111.111111111111111111111111.1116.
charming and a lot of fun. And essentially from the amusements
than ever before.
of a coed back in the „states.
Don't reneit
, London — Sharman Douglas, so is Prince Philip.
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What has been the year's big-Elizabeth
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princess,
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Britain's favorite American girl,
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Then nobody
When
Ins. Agency
in a word — "wonderful."
$2.00 If They Don't Sell
can help warming to her. As for plied. "There have been so
Happily at home now, with a Princess Margaret, who could be many thrills, so many wonder$10.00 If They Do Sell
0
tio
Phone 54
lot of new friends and an ardent sweeter or more attractive?"
Anybody can Sell - • •
ful experiences, so much novowlg•
•
• - - Anybody Can sea interest in everything, the pret- il? W. Main St.
Sharman has been with the elty.
ty 19-year-old daughter of U. S., younger royal set a good deal— "There was the first- time I
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
?Modem, ICy.
AND AUCTION CO.
Ambassador and Mrs. Lewis at the theater, dinner parties. There was that weekend at WindHookInevIlle, Kentucky
Douglas confesses she still has sports arenas, Windsor, Bucking- met members of the royal family.
a storybook feeling about it all. ham Palace garden parties. They sor when Mrs. (Eleanor) RoosePrincesses Elizabeth and Mar- get along well together, share velt was a `guest, too,—that was
garet, taken by her unassuming , similar interests, a n d laugh certainly among the tops. And
ways, have made her • a friend about the same things.
the palace garden parties last
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to do with it, although Sharman , London. But every hour pass- herself is far too modest to ed in royalty's company there
say so.
are many hours devoted to more
But there is much more.
ordinary pursuits.
"It has all been super--and a
Deep in an exacting business
marvelous education," she said college course, she applies herin an interview.
se)! faithfully az.d steadily to the
How does British royalty, routine. At school she mingles
IT'S IASY TO APPLY
strike
sheathed in traditions,
! with a cross section of British
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We Have
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Water Systems on Displk!
FOR
"I was just like any other eager girl in a foreign country.
FEED
NUNN-BETIER
first," she
NO
MESSY
at
be
would
and USE
Malaria,
MIXING—STIR
American
Rheumatism,
She has found that young peoNo haw need you order • water system "sight unseen."
ALL THE WAY FOR . .
Neuritis & Other Ailments
said. "I had only vague notions ple here are "pretty much the
Forme( go.rrnment regulations now permits us to display
iliGGER POULTRY PROFITS
NEW DECORATOR COLORS
Year-Round Service
of' what to expect, especially same as they are at home."
PIIR OAL,
afinnifsed line of these farm labor savers.
On Route 62 - 109
royalty is concerned. We "In spite of what some people
where
secommind Fairbanks-Morse Water Systems because
In Kentucky
'NUNN-BETTER All Mash
Americans, of course, don't know say," she observed, "/ can't see
set investigations convinced us that they are tope in design
Wallpaper Store
McGough Paint
is made by the Millers of
much about royalty except what that there is a lot of difference.
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it to ride their horses up the
steps of the Douglas home in 14
Princes Gate, overlooking Kensington Gardens, and ring t he
doorbell without dismounting.
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MY MOMMY
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What to do for woman's eldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDIIIII 2-way help.
You see, CAADSTI may make theol
lots' easier for you in either of two
ways: (I) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; CZ taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
It should improve your appetite,aid
digestion, antrthus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARDM is scientifically prepared and scientifically Meted. If
You suffer "at those certain,times",
get Caws today.

n. PICK Uf
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design and pe
comfort!
—ht style and
lpoir at
in and take a close-up
Studebaker
COME
the sensational new 1949
poetoutstanding in new
ti-ucks. They're
haven't seen before!
War truck features you
accessibil"lift-the-hood"
now
?occlusive
—with new spoItyl New truck cab design
— extra-wide
cioesnes — new viability
stops! •
floors—enclosed
deers— lower
Mote models
Come,see them right awayt
before! An
offered
ever
than Studebeker
wheelbase&
Impressive variety of sisal wad

mplement Co.
n
obinso
„.„„.
MOD* '27-J
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Girls Forget Fears,
Thanks To 2-Way Help

20 Busihele MORE Corn
Per Ton Of Stalks!

We Never Have Made A Cent!
We made less than one-half cent on a quart of milk, Impartial surveys repeatedly confirm this fact.

During 1947 only two cents out of every dollar you paid for milk was left for profit.
It obvious that iflhis small profit were entirely eliminated, milk prices would have to remain
the same.
Fresh milk at less than 1014 cents a pound
any other food.

gives

you more

nourishment

for fewer pennies than

Get more food value for your money. . . . Take advantage of nature's best low-cost food. . .
keep your home refrigerator well stocked. . . always.

Be Sure It's Pasteurized!
Corn crop following lespedeza,
sweet clover, alfalfa, treated
with half ton powdered rock
phmphate produced' 20 bushels,
MORE corn per ton of sta)ks
than crop following *untreated
legume*. Start this PROVED
sell-building_pregrein — put
Tour Leaf NOW cm legume
fields and on field you'll seed
to legume*. swiss I. • .
Thomson Phosphate CO.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 3, Illinois

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
PHONE 161
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officiating. Mrs. Baldwin had
churches'Sunday night since Mr.
Schulherr said he wished to The State finds 100 percent of
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tawa; and Mrs. Homer Lynn, the life-saving training will be cannot maintain much longer 80 daring North-West Conference
Cross
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enrol
,Detroit, Mich., and a son, Wal- eligible to
of franchise week.
instructors' training class to be'percent assessment
ter Baldwin, of Fredonia.
50 A cordial welcome awaits those
condoning
while
companieS
Pallbearers were grandsons, conducted in July in this re- errent assessment of general who attend services of this
Hutchinson, Julian gion as part of the, water safety roperty,
church,
Randolph
m planJones, Rosamond and Ralph and learn-to-swim
The second practical matter is
area,
e
Kentucky
the
for
ned
Lynn and Wayne Cook.
this: At value of the dollar con- HOLINESS
now in
Interment was in the church he explained.
Mum to decrease, pressure in- Revival services 'are
for
applications
Twenty-three
•
cemetery.
C. progress at the Holiness Church
Earle
Governor
upon
reases
been
have
swimming instruction
money for on the Madisonville Road. Rev.
received, Rev. Schulherr said lements for more
and welfare. Joe Bayer is conducting, esassistance
hools,
Mn, Johnny Dunbar
'Tuesday.
Maude
e cannot give all three the ex- slated by Evangelist
Mrs. Johnny Dunbar, 78, died
Dawson Springs.
during the night Sunday at her Peiping's Temple -Of Heaven, tra money they. need without a Turner4oth of
cordially invited.
home on McGoodwin street. Fun- where former Chinese emperors eneral sales tax or a gross in- The public is
take
might
he
tax.
But
me
eral services were held Wedns- prayed for posperity during the
BAPTIST
day afternoon, at 3 o'clock at first moon, has three 'cirbular care of assistance and welfare if Lt4iMASCO
Cunningham. will
Liberty Church, with the Rev. roofs of sky-Colored' ceramic tile. schools could be put in position Rev. .1. T.
11
to take care of themselves. Im- preach Sunday morning at
J. T. Br:ye/it officiating. Burial
Baptist
ley,. of Princeton, and Mn. Gid provement in assessment would o'clock at the Lamasco
was in the church Cemetery.
Survivors include four daugh- Morse, of Portland, Ore., and a do just that. The schbol tax and Church.
ters, Miss Maggie Dunbar, Mrs. son, Pyron Dunbar, of Madi- the property tax are levied upon
the same assessment. If the as- PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Bess Harmon and Mrs. Ola Bees- sonville.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m,
prayer
Wech.esday evinIng
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
Church School 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
Evening Warship 7 P.M.
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.

rirn

Weekday Noon Meal 60¢
Special Sunday Dinner $1
Steaks - Sea Food

F

Country Ham - Chicken

Still have limited number of Tires on hand
that must be moved. Please get yours now.

Private Dining Room For Special Parties

Feagan's,Grocery
Phono 37-J

Fredonia, Ky.

BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
J. P. Bright, Paster

And Many Odd Pieces Reconditioned.
Visit our store today and find many real bargains in used furniture.

sessment is stabilized at 100 percent, then the school rate could
be set at any sum less than
$1.50 necessary to produce tb,e
needed money.
The reasoning on this score
is impregnable. It is based upon
the fact that Kentucky, as 4
State, sets a nation-wide record
In support of publie education,
when compared to support of
the lbcal district.
We now come to the one
chance remaining for county
goverrunent to demonstrate it
can restore order to property
assessment. The 1948 assessment
process will begin July 1., Taut
is time enough for each county
to begin to raise assessments tO
100 percent of value. Then Fiscal
Courts and local boards of erIu
cation could reduce rates next
spring in tax bills due in the
of 1949.
I any aware of the conflitt In
certain dates specified in the tat
laws. These conflicts are vexing,
that is true, but they attord no
valid excuse for the counties not
to try. If Governor Clements
saw the 120. counties trying, and
felt a few conflicting dates in
the law were the only drawbacks, I believe he would remedy
those details at the drop of .a
hat, and gladly. Better that than
stronger medicine.

Smiling facee are bright •rith the flush of
actiomplishment. Years of effort hare been
rewarded with a parchment scroll. Today
is Greduaticas,D.yI Yesterday they were students, tomorrow men—.and women—with a
world to win. This is the commencement of
a new Lite, time beginning at a career.
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Here in Kentucky. we hope,
where their skills and knowledge can be put
to work to make our state a better place to
live

in.

It's the duty of all of us—asindividuals,and

as members of civic organizations, and farm
groups, and as industries,--to help provide
the better employment opportunities that will
keep our young- folks at home.
Better employment opportunities -come
from new and enlarged industries capable of
absorbing many of' the thousands of Kentucky
young people graduating from our high
schools and colleges this year.
Kentucky Utilities Company pledges its
support to all groups interested in establishing
new business in Kentucky. During the past
two calendar years it has been active in aiding
27 towns in Kentucky to obtain new indus-

, Don't let car trouble ruin your vacation. Drive in today for our
special vacation check-up and conditioning service. One stop does
it—then you're ready for uninterrupted, carefree driving.
For Safe, Economical Trouble-Free Driving Use Our
Quality Products --

tries. In these communities 47 firms have
settled, offering more than 7,347 new Jobs
with annual payrolits exceeding $12,900,000.
K. U.'s efforts to assist in Kentucky's industrial expansion will continue. As evidenc€ of
its faith in Kentucky's growth and progress.
K. U. intends to spend more than $29,000,000
during the next five years in the expansion
of its generating and distribution facilities.
K. U. believes in Kentucky.
Let's all resolve now to cooperate in any
movement that will enable our young folks
to work, to live, and to grow with Kentucky.
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MIES3 SHIRTS

DRESS PANTS

Memorial Day Flowers
Fine

Potted Plants
Cut Flowers

Irosicloth horts
seat, fast
mks., sanforized, elastic
Wes, gripper fasteners.

Full cut, balloon

Combed cotton yarns. Rib
knit. Sizes 36 to .46.

Memorial Wreaths
Decoration Day" Special
Mixed Bouquets — $1, $2 & $3

Worsted Suit

Fancy free and fashion fresh.
g
step into your loveliest sprin
In the new Humming Bird nylons
right,
so beautiful1y Sheer ...so color
on.
seas
r this gay new
•
, $145 Former!)

Cemetery Vases — 25¢
others 50¢ to $1.25
$1.00
Baskets
others to $3

Ribbons: Mettaline, ,Satin-weather proof

4

NEW LOW PRICE
U. pair

Alton

H. Templeton, florist

103-W

Filit !Ail I y
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Ky. Lake Assn.
Directors To Meet

Clark Homemakers
Save On Clothes

Written Leases For
:arms AdvoLated

Conservatively .e a t I in a t e d,
Clark county homemakers have
$1,500 this year, which they
would not have had without
projects they studied in their
homemakers clubs. Under the
leadership of their home agent,
Mrs. Lucille Warren, they have
made coats, suits, dresses and
slips. Many women made their
own hats, purses and leather
gloves to further reduce clothing bills. Not only have the
women had the satisfaction of
saving money and making garments to fit their particular
needs, said Mrs. Warren, but
they have taken pride in being
able to say, "I made it myself."

The annual meeting of the
Kentucky Lake Association will
be held Friday, June 4, at 7 P.M.
in the auditorium at the Kentuc
ky Dam Village at Gilbertsville
Officers will be elected for the
coming year, and reports on work
of the association during the
past year and its plans for the
future will be presented.
Present officers of the association are: Claude T. Kinslow, Sr.,
Mayfield, president; George Hart,
Murray, first vice president; Ed
L. Weathers, Hopkinsville, sttcond vice president; and Henry
Ward, Paducah, secretary-treasurer.
Ward, recently named Kentuc- lead in steps to bring about the
ky commissioner of conservation, development of Kentucky Lake.
will present his final report to It was active in the promotion of
the association. He. has been its Kentucky Lake State Park at
secretary-treasurer since organi- Eggner's Ferry, in the steps that
will bring about the new Kenzation of the group in 1944.
Two directors to represent tucky Dam State Park, and in
each of the counties in the area other activities directed towvi
covered by the association will be the building Of highways and Sr/kit:Is JOURNEY — Bridget Waters, Irish war bride
elected by the members at the bridges to serve the lake area.
who shot her American husband to death when he sought
The public is invited to attend
meeting.
a divorce, prepares to board a train in Reno, Nev., on her
meeting.
The association has taken the the annual

way back to England. Her 3-year-old son, Frank, Jr., is
being carried by an immigration service official. Bridget
was paroled after 18 months in prison on condition she be
deported. (AP Wirephoto)

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AGENCY
(ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS AGO)

Representing all old-line insurance companies with assets aggregating billions of dollars.

Remember, we write fire, life and all other

Shocks The Birds
Syracuse, N. Y. — AP — An
electronic 'device designed to get
rid of pigeons that -roost on

Adopt Family

1.1111111•••••••••.....

The Paris Homemakers Club
in Bourbon county has "adopted" a family of 11 members in
Holland, whom it is aiding with
boxes of food and clothing.
Funds for the venture were

ledges is being prodtu:
tal building
newly formed company
a
by
ed
Agare common, the College of
gadget, said to be 90
The
here.
riculture and Home Economics,
the homemakers givpercent effective, creates a field raised by
AithOUgh ,,I.o1

I iii

University of Kentucky, says
of static electricity along a fine
written leases provide a basis
Albert D. Gunn, president
wire.
for better farming and greater
company, explains that
satisfaction for both landlord of the
the static field "unfind
pigeons
than
more
for
Leases
tenant.
and
away.
a year cannot be enforced un- comfortable" and fly
less they are written. Some of
Yellow is the strongest color
the more important matters that
should be covered in a lease in point of luminosity.
are:
Amount and method of payment of rental.
Time covered by the lease,
with provision for renewal if
both parties are satisfied.
Description of property.
Provision for upkeep and repair of farm buildings and
equipment and upkeep or improvement of the soil.
Crops to be grown and methods of farming to be followed.
Compensatlin to landlord fur
undue damage to property.
Compensation to tenant for the
unexhausted value of improvements made at the tenant's expense and with the landlord's
consent, if there is such exhausted value remaining when the
tenant moves from the farm.

M uy, 27

ing their favorite recipes to be
made into a cookbook, which'
they sold. Proceeds from the sale
amounted to more than $200.

Before the Christian era, a
glove was given to the purchaser
of land, taking the place of title
and deed to the property.

Vim. M. yg
Allis-Chalm
Dealer
Fredonia, Ity

A policy in this agency meams protection and security.

See us in regard to retirement contract, beginning at 65.

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Phone 54

W. Main St.

The Better Ki
of Dry Clean:
Service!

tot

•Moro dirt and

1119 01fl.d

removed
•Stubborn sport and
stains
, poor liko magic

What It Means:

•Dull, fad•d colors a,,
*talk original Infillions•

The Latin American Demand For U. S. Machines

You can always depc.nd upr
Sanitone Service—the salt,
better kind of dr.
‘
are cleaner, spots tift'N
moved—colors brighter ih

thought possible—Yes, and
Sanitone Service includes an ex
press job that lasts longer
minor mending jobs done FR
of :charge with buckles and Of
ments securely in

place.

RADIO
Repair

Princeton

Phone 197

May 31-June 11

High School

CLASS
OF '48
I.

THERE'S a big day coming soon— the day when you get your
diploma. By enlisting in the Army or Air Force after graduation you can take full advantage of one of the finest
opportunities ever offered a young man
CHOOSE YOUR FIELD OF SPECIAL TRAINING
BEFORE YOU ENLIST:
If you are 18 to 34 (17 with parents' consent) and a high
schoo: gradudte, you can select your course of training in
the Army or the Air Force before enlisting.
Under the Army Technical School Plan you can specify
two different courses that appeal to you in each of two fields.
The Army will check to make sure there is an opening in one
of the four courses you have selected, and a place will be
reserved for you in that course. Then you enlist for 3, 4 or 5
years, and after passing the physical and mental examinations and completing basic training you will be guaranteed
training In your chosen field.
The Air Force offers a similar opportunity in its Aviation
Career Plan, giving you a pre-enlistment choice of 3 among
the more than 40 USAF Specialist Schools. There is no better
way to get a start in the great and growing field of aviation.
Either plan gives you good pay, excellent training and a
splendid chance for advancement in a real career. You can
get full information, including lists of available Specialist
Schools and Technical Courses, at your nearest Army and
Air Force Recruiting Station.
To Men with 2 Years or More of College

Look at These
GREAT,
NEW FEATURES!

U. S. Army and
U. S. Air Force

U. S. ARMY AND U. S. AIR FORCE

RECRUITING SERVICE

BIBLE STUDY

MISSION STORIES

HANDWORK

3497,

8:20-11:30 MONDAY through FRIDAY'

the ALL-AUTOMATIC

BOYS and GIRLS 4-10

WASHER

Here is more than another automatic washer. It's an all-aNtomatic
washer,
... designed and built by
MADE BY
General Electric.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
ALL-AUTOMATIC means the
washer does all the work. You toss in the clothes, add soap, and set
the dials. Then you're through! When you take out the clothes—
cleaner and drier than ever before-- many pieces are actually dry
enough to iron.
And not only does the C.-EAU-Automatic Washer save you hours of
work—and attention—hut it has all the features you've always wanted
in an automatic washer.
Come in and let us show you one washer that is ALL.
AUTOMATIC. From start to finish, the washer does the work.

WIN YOUR WINGS with the Aviation Cadets
If you are single, 20 to 26% years old, physically sound, and have
completed at least 2 years of college or the equivalent, you may he quail.
lied for pilot training as an Aviation
Cadet. Get full details now. Neat
I Ain tR , Willi A FUTURE'
class start. July 1, 1948.

SINGING

• Portable
• No Bolting Down
•Thoro Washing
• Top-loading Cover
• No Oiling. . No Greasing
• Drier Clothes
• Filtered Water
• Automatic Soap Dispenser
•Water Temperature Control
• Rinse Water Saved

Preparation Day Friday, May 28, 9 A. M., Followed by Parade

First Baptist Church

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Princeton, Iceetucky

HOME LAUNDRY EQUIPMENI

Princeton Lumber Company
PHONE 260

PRINCETON, KY
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factories are being denied the
right to sell in Latin American
markets.
Talk on this subject with the
Latin American countries has
been intense for some time. Both
sides show good will in trying
to get a friendly solution. Both
stores—minerals, grains, leather, the North and South American
By Sigrid Arne
Washington — Below the Rio and meats. In return, they have continents recognize that they
Grande, from Mexico to Argen- bought autos, locomotives, radios, need each others' friendship, in
the face of alarums from the
tina, there are men, both in and clothes, electrical equipment, and
Old World.
out of the government, who re- so on.
sent the large chunks of AmerNow they are determined to
ican aid going to Europe. Latin I turn out some of their own
resentment on the subject is I manufactured goods. But they
one of the large hurdles the' need our machines to get a good
State Department has ahead of stprt. In particular they want
it in keeping friendly nations m ac h in es for transportation,
tied to the American plan for 1 power equipment, and some makeeping the peace and rebuild- chines to turn out the most .esing the peaceful sections of the sential consumer goods.
world.
From our side, various U. S.
Latin resentment is not caused ; officials have argued: (1) The
so much because American aid U. S. can't help Europe and LaService Guaranteed
—much of it charity—is going tol tin America at the same time
another portion of the world. It to the same degree. (2) Peace
is rather because the Latins want and revived trade in Western
American machinery to build up Europe (which will be helped
PRINCETON
their own manufacturing indus- by the Marshall plan) is just as
LUMBER
CO.
tries. And they fear that the important to Latin America as
Marshall plan for Europe will it is to the United States. (3)
S. Seminary St.
send most of the United States' Many of the dollars which EuPhone 260
extra machinery across. the At- rope gets through the Marshall
lantic and that little machinery plan will be spent in Latin
will be left to ship south to the America. And Latin America will
Latin countries. And there is be free, in turn, to spend those
another difference. The Latins dollars in the United States marare not so much interested in kets. (4) Latin American govaid—free help—as they are in ernments must be careful to injust the right to buy the ma- dustrialize gradually enough so
chinery which is now very short that when they get machines,
in the world. Many of the La- their people will be able to run
tin nations are able to pay cash them, efficiently, as fast as they
if they can just get the alloca- arrive. (5) Some Latin countries
are already buying more than
tions.
In conference after conference they can afford, and
hence
they have made this plea for ma- should pull in their belts for a
chinery. At the United Nations, while before they go deeper in
at the Havana conference on debt for more foreign purchase.
world trade, and at the recent (6) At the same time the Latins
Inter-American conference
at are
demanding machines for
Bogota, the Latins have argued their own manufactug industhat they must have the ma- tries, they are talking about new
chines to set UP some manufac- tariffs to keep out foreign goods,
turing industries. Historically, including American goods. So,
the Latin nations have supplied, in effect, the United States is
the industrial nations to the being asked to help start a Lanorth with the raw materials tin American manufacturing infor their factories and grocery dustry. At the same time U. S.
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John Hart and family, of Hop- Navy Makes Money
The Navy's
AP
son, and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Word, liunuiLau
of Princeton, and Ovid Hart and Pacific island trading posts made
family were &eats of Him Hart a half million dollars in its first
and family on Mother's Day.
five months—enough to pay back
-Fire of unknown origin' des- what the ciampany borrowed to
troyed the stock barn of Gordon
go into business Jan. .1. Officials
Hale early last Wednesday morning. The flames were discovered of the weor`poration, the Island
Trading Co., credit the record
in time to rescue the stock.
high price of copra. They deal
Mrs. Lou Mitchell, of Cvanswith the Trust Territory of the
ville, Ind., is here visiting with
Pacific, an area of 2,000,000
relatives a few days.
square miles including the MarA real estate deal was consu- shells, ,Carolinas and Marianas.
mated last week when Ovid
"Actually, the Island Trading
Hart purchased part of Otho
Co. is a non-profit organization
Storms farm.
for rehabilitating island econThe Ferguson brothers, of Otomy", explains its treasurer
ter Pond, were here on business
Comdr. Kenneth White. "But to
last Monday.
operate successfully, we have had
We have been informed that
to put the company on a sound
the unfinished road from the
financial basis. About half of
Copeland
farm
to
Dawson the $500,000 made by the
comSprings will in due time be unpany can be considered a Navy
der construction again. Work on
subsidy in free shipping, salarthis road was suspended last
ies for Navy men operating the
fall due to weather. This work
business and assistance in fi
will complete the hard road from
nancing."
Highway 91 at Friendship to
Dawson Springs.
The Red Sea is the saltiest
Mr. and Mrs. Felix, Mitchell
part of the world's seas with a
and other relatives were called
salt content as high as 42 parts
to Evansville last week on acin a thousand.
count of the death of William
Thomas, a brother-in-law of Mr. plants is a general complaint.
Mitchell.
Mrs. Frank Dequila, of Miami,
The heavy rain which fell last Fla., will arrive here Sunday for
week provided a good season for a visit to her parents, Mr. and
setting tobacco. A scarcity of Mrs. Shell White, Jr.

Pcip Nine

alt and Mr:. (Milt Ladd Sunshown here next fall in an ex8,000-Year-Old Music
day.
London -— "Lures," be- hibition of Danish art treasures.
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Newsom
By Miss Nola Wilson
Exhibits nearly 8,000 years old
visited Mrs. Charlie Overby one lieved to be the world's oldest
W. M. S. met the second'
ical instruments, will be
day last week.
Thursday afternoon with MesMrs. Zora Wilson was dinner
dames Leslie Laid; Wallace Od
guest of Miss Nola Wilson reen, Zora Wilson, Gertie Cortner,
cently.
Press Lilly, Merl Keller, Otho
Mr. Bryant Oliver and family
Morris, Ernest Lacy, Miss Nola
visited Mr. L. W. Rogers and
Wilson. Mrs. Johnnie McCormick
family Sunday.
was added as a nej, member.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell,
Mrs. Felix Mitchell was a visitaccompanied by Mrs. Will Thomor present.
as, visited Mr. and Mrs. David
The Sunbeam Band met at the
Mitchell Sunday.
home of their leader, Mrs. LesMr. and Mrs. Elbert Aldridge
lie Ladd, Saturday, May 15, for and
sons Elbert and Jessie, Mr.
their Mission Study course. A
and Mrs. Noble P'Pool went Li
picnic lunch was served at noon
Mrs. Oliver Doss' at Adamsville
to Mary Barbara P'Pool, Hattie Sunday.
Rea Herndon, Bay Belle and
Little Misses, Bettie and Joyce
Rosa Nell Burgess, Linda CravMcCormick visited their uncle
ens, Linda Fuller, Betty Storms,
Mr. Johnnie McCormick and
Catherine Storms, Connie Ruth
family one night last week.
Oden, Jerry Oden, Billy Frank
Mrs. Ethel Dunning of Princeand Royce LAO, Mrs. Wallace ton
has been visiting relatives
Oden and baby Keith and Mrs. here.
Denzil Fuller and baby Gary.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Kirby and
Miss Maurean Rogers, si nce son
Keith attended a birthday
graduating from Sinking Fork
dinner at the home of Mr. Bud
High School, has been employed Kirby
at Bainbridge Sunday.
at Jennie Stewart Hospital.
Little Wayne McGowan, of
Among those at the baccalau- Princeton,
visited Don McGowan
reate sermon at Sinking Fork recently.
High School were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Storms
Steve Kirby and son Keith, Mrs. have
recently had as guests Mr.
Gilmer Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Rat- and
Mrs. Homer Witherspoon,
liff Rogers and Miss Nola Wil- of Gary,
Ind., Mrs. Ida Burton
son.
and family, of Madisonville, Mr.
Storms
Claud
Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Charles Witherspoon
and son Joe were dinner guests and daughter
Agnes, and Mr.
and Mrs. Finis Witherspoon, of
Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordis Haile
Now that summer's here folks will be
called on Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Kirby recently.
looking at your shirts more and more
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell
attended the funeral of Mr. Will
We have the largest and most
p
Thomas, at Englefield, Ind., recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy
varied selection . . all first-grade
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rube Dillingham Sunday.
and all guaranteed washable.
Mr. and Mrs. Faye Herndon
have recently visited Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Herndon.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner was dinner guest of Miss Nola Wilson
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy recently %isited Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Cartwright, of Scottsburg.
Elsie and Louard Sisk, of
Princeton, recently visited their
sister, Mrs. Johnnie Rogers. ,
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Pleasant Grove

month display, which begins at
the Victoria and Albert Museum
Oct. 25 with the title "Denmark's Art treasures through the

Attention Farmers!

Call Us For All Your
Needs In Custom
Work

sPon tbo
• rs brighter

sible—res,
vice includes
hat lasts I Ina jobs
'th buckles LW
I, in place.

S. Seminary St.

Phone 2844

As late as the 1890s, persons
who affected long fingernails
were thought to use them as a
shield against doing any work.
It is correct to wear gloves
while eating and drinking at
very formal teas.

Phone 197

NCH CUFFS .
• Broadcloth
cellently styled

$3.95

Widespread New Collar
Blue, Tan, Green

$3.95

o-End . Madras
ey, Blue, Green

$5.00

Arrow Fenway Button-Down
An Old Favorite

$3.95

Broadcloth
th French Fronts

$5.00

White Cheviot Button-Down
The Best Quality

$4.50

Lumber aud Mouldings of all kinds
Thick-butt SHINGLES 210 lb. wt.--Hex SHINGLET,167 lb. wt.
STRIPES...
w Dale and Dart
ur Most Popular Shirt

$3.50

Hathaway's British Stripes
Imported Fabric

$5.00

gal Widespread
e Young Man's Choice

$3.95

Arrow Pastel Stripes
Neat, Colorful Shirts

$3.50

$3.95

Hathaway's Anderson Broadcloth
America's Finest Shirt

WALL PAPER - PAINTS - VARNISHES
featuring
WARREN'S PAINT & GLADDEN'S PAINT
NEW LAWN FURNITURE JUST RECEIVED

If it's scarce ... Try this store

•••••••••••••••••• a•I•••••••et.••••.r.••••••••
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Debate
Government
World

o

Students To

Kentucky high school students
voting in a nation-wide poll to
select a topic for high school debating next year, have chosen
the question of establishment of
a federal world government as
the subject they would most like
to discuss, it was announced this
week by the University of Kentucky Extension department.
Second choice of pupils
throughout the state was the
question of extension by the
federal ,government of GI bene-

oil y On
Mich. — AP - Michigan State College's powerful act of three swimming brothers has been reduced. Competition ended this spring for Paul
Seibold, leaving brothers Dave
and Jake to carry on. All three
compete in the breastroke.

Music, Speech Festivak
Attract 5,300 to U. Of K

U. Of K. Sponsor
ERF Plan

4,,0
„

S

4I

I.

ticipants and 44 team entries r,
1,-xingtom
Sturesenting high schools in every
part of the state were adjudged dents and professors of the Uni- PALI SlINI
"superior" during state cham- versity of Heidelberg in Gerpionship competition of the State many may soon be benefiting
unique "little ERP" profits at the college level to all Music Festival's instrumental from a
graduates of accredited high section on the University of Ken- ject as a result of spontane,,i
schools. The topic of reserving tucky campus last week. Festival acceptance of a suggestion
I. ad
to the federal government all judges also rated 59 students by University of Kentucky Pi es
ident H. L. Donovan.
power to legislate concerning and 45 school entries as "excelThe project, to which U. K. L
marriage and divorce rated a lent," 20 individuals and 21 teams
faculty, students and campus orpoor third in tl,.• -hog.
as "good", and eight pupils and
ganizations already are lending
four group entries as "fair."
I
their support, calls for the "adop..............---..
(
f
• 4 --.---....... t
More than 5,300 Kentucky high
tion" of Heidelberg by the state
:kANS
school students annually attend
yoAN
university of Kentucky through
(",.... lir
.
the U. K. Extension department- the
lk,
P
ip
medium of ktipplying stuspeech,
sponsored competition in
dents, professors and their fam
(ti
piano-vocal a n d instrumental thee;
with
"greatly -needed'
events from an estimated 190 CARE
packages of food, clothing
schools.
and literature.
Many of the top men in the the U. S. Air Ii 'e Aviation
Conceived by Dr. Donovan fol;
class of '48 want careers in Career Plan.
lowing 'his recent visit to Ger- vi
K. Names English
)1I III NTS
IN .RAT
aviation. But aviation is a
If you're a high school
E. Spivey, profes- many as an educational advisor TLE FOR PALESTINE — Map
Herman
Dr.
specialist's field— and the graduate, between 17 and 34
sor of English at the University to the U. S. military government, locates successes claimed by
way to move up fastest is to years old, you can select the
of Florida, has been named by the unusual educational relief the Jews and Arabs in the batlearn one of the skills or specialized training you pretrades that are needed That's
the University of Kentucky board project is designed to aid in the tle for Palestine. Israel's army
fer, qualify for it before you
just what you can do under
of trustees to become head of the restoration of at least one fam- said it had driven seven miles
enlist, and be sure of assignDepartment of English in the ous university in war-torn Eur- into Lebanon (A). and desment to it after basic trainI H', I,%IJH 4 I lir H
College of. Arts and, Sciences. ope as a step toward the train- troyed a strategic bridge. The
ing. Get a head start today
Since February, 1947, when Dr. ing of a generation of peace-by- Arab Higher Executive comby asking for all the facts at
your nearest U. S. Army and
L. L. Dantzler was given a mg people.
mittee claimed its forces had
Within a short time after the siezed the Rutenburg power
change of work, Dr. George K.
Air Forte U. S. Air Force Recruiting
Station or Air Force base.
Brady has served as acting head relief plan was outlined by the station (B) and Arab VolunUniversity president at a ban- teers were reported to have
of the department.
quet in his honor on the occas- taken the airport at Lybba (C).
ion of his return to this country, The committee also reported
Read Leader Classifieds.
Princeton, Ky.
donations and
pledges began that Egyptian troops have
""‘ pouring in and last week Dr. driven to within 30 miles
of
Donovan established a committee Tel Aviv (D). (AP
Wirephoto)
of students and faculty to ad
minister the "adopt Heidelberg"
In preparation for a fall flowplan. With prospects bright that er show, the Waverly Homethe project would "snowball"
makers Club in Union county
into a virtually steady stream of
donations, collection c en te r s bought 200 chrysanthemum
have been set up in various Un- plants.
Start - - - For The Hot Summer Days With
Thirty-eight
farmer-veterans
iversity offites to- receive the
contributions of money a n d in the Alvaton community in
Warren county seeded 445
clothing.
President Donovan asserted, in pounds of Ky. 31 fescue.
All homemakers clubs in Bath
his speech suggesting the project, that he was "impressed by county cooperate with 4-H clubs
the deplorable want and suffer- by providing leaders for them.

AIRMINDAD?
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Baseball For Moscow
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OFF 10 A GOOD

ROCKOOL
TROPICAL
SUIT
By Rockingham
Priced At

$45.00 Value

*36'

41111/1

These Rockool Tropical Worsteds, the light
weight fabric with an easy fit, keep you
cool on the hottest days. We offer you a
Choice of several smart colors - - - - Slate
Blue, Suntan, Fawn Brown and Cambridge
Grey. Sizes from 35 to 46, including 41
and 43.

STARNES-RUSSELL
(Incorporated)
/
2 EAST NINTH STREET
UPSTAIRS - - - 1201
Hopkinsville

"Shop Higher For Lower Prices"

AUCTION SALE
Tuesday, June 1, 1948 - 10 a.m.
k()I

3 mi. west of Princeton on Varmint Trace Road. To settle the
estate of the late Leo Garrett, (deceased. Will sell at public auction the following:
new GI Case Tractor - Model VAC on rubber with disc, cultivators and disc plow.
1935, 4-door Dodge sedan.
white faced cow - 5 yrs. old; heifer calf by side.
white faced cow - 7 yrs. old; calf by side.
white faced cow - 7 yrs. old; calf by side.
half jersey cow - 6 yrs. old; heifer calf by side.
black cow 8 yrs. old; calf by side.
roan cow - 5 yrs. old; calf by side.
roan cow - 6 yrs. old; heifer calf by side.
black cow - 4 yrs. old.
(all cows in full flow of milk)
Duroc sow - 450 lbs.
horse mule - 10 yrs. old.
mare mule - smooth mouth.
new Owensboro wagon.
nearly new McCormick-Deering team mower.
dump rake.
No. 3 McCormick-Deering electric cream separator
Household and kitchen furniture, small tools and many other
things not mentioned here.

Sole Rain or Shine

Addie Garrett,
Administrator

ing . . . the hunger and
the
threadbare clothing of the faculties and their families at Heidelberg University . . . They are
the scholars on whose shoulders
rests much much of the responsibility. of training a better type
When Mrs. Neal Quirey of the
of leadership for the future of Sturgis Homemakers Club in
Germany."
Union county learned she could
save herself about 478 miles of
walking a year by re-arranging
kitchen equipment, it didn't
Wade Bryant of Boyd county take her long to make the neces.reports that the use of a side sary changes.
It all came about when Miss
delivery rake lessened his hay
curing time at least 24 hours Ida C. Hagman, home management specialist at the College of
and reduced hay injury.
Alton Fackler of Meade coun- Agriculture and Home Economty raised 300 chicks to 11 weeks ics, University of Kentucky,
ways
to
arrange
of age at a cost of 65 cents a suggested
kitchen equipment for convenbird; they averaged three pounds
ience. As a result, Mrs. Quiry,
each.
moved her refrigerator, used the '
Ten boxes of food and clothing have been sent to England nearby lower section of a cabinet as a mixing and food preby Breathitt county homemakers
paration center and built cabifor distribution among needy
nets over the sink for her dishfamilies.
es. When the changes wert•
Owners of artificially bred
made, she found her work much
calves in Fleming county report
easier to do, she saved hundreds
the best crop they ever ,proof steps every day and considerduced.
able time.
Approximately 5,500 head of
cattle in Madison county were
treated for cattle grub this Cheats Blind Man
Butte, Mont. — AP — Frank (
spring.
In Hickman county, more than Ericson, blind news vender, says
4,000 pounds of Ky. 31 fescue he's sick of competing with a
parking meter. The meter
were seeded by farmers.
How
to remove scratches, located near Ericson's newsstand
dents and stains was learned by and it has the advantage in that
Boone county homemakers it never has to leave the spot L
studying refinishing of furni- for a sandwich or a snooze. Eric- "
son says his ears have told him
ture.
J. M. Solomon of Marshall on more than one occasion that
county sprayed 2,4-D on 20 acres sOmeone absent-mindedly took a
of Ky. 31 fescue with excellent paper, then dropped the nickel '
into the meter, instead of into
results.
In Oldham County, 114 pairs the collection box.
of leather gloves were handmade
by hoinemakers this spring, doeAccording to his household records, George Washington paid
skin being generally used.
A field of Ky. 31 fescue, which as high as 15 cents a piece for
was under water for 32 days in pins.
Hopkins county, is doing well,
while ladino and alsike clovers
were killed.
More than 50 farmers in Russell county are using at least
1,000 pounds or more of complete fertilizer to the acre on
corn land.

Miles Of Walking
Saved In Kitchen

Ky. Farm News

OWE IT
TO YOURSELF

Auctioneer

STILE-CRAFT
ALUMINUM FRAMED
WINDOW SCREENS

OF THE

BELLS

Terms. Cash

Kelsie 0. Tudor,

Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

CAPITOL THEATRE
3 Days! Starting
SUNDAY,

MAY 29

A complete window screen available in half -size or full-size
screens. A strong one piece aluminum frame grooved for strength
sod sopearaoco with precisionmitered corners. STILE -CRAFT
SCREENS require no painting. no
fitting,
rust not warp. ScreenIV retain, original tension—never
rusts nor Mains! Screens can ba
left up year 'round and screening
ran he replaced easily in groove
with map-ht spfine. STILE-CRAFT
—"America's most modern window
ocroens .
cost no more than
*lbw scrotioa hare longer Mit and
aso easier to care tor.

Steger

111111111111111111111111111I S. Jefferson

Lumber
St.

Yard

Phone 517-J

'11.1 W. Markel

Hope Skillman stripes as
cool as a peppermint pottier
.. with a skirt swinging
full from a tiny waist ..
accented by the pert flare
of ruffled peplum.
Sanforized, of course!
Stripe combinations
with blue, beige or grey
predominating. Sizes 9 to 15.

Try Leader Classified Ads

They get re
Irltalver

MEMORIALS
If

If you have been postponing selecting a
Memorial for a loved one, why not come in
and choose now from the large showing
in this section.
I

Good Quality
Good Workmanship

ir.;011.1
ftaf4a..
3tAkr.:
311.1111r1

Good Value
In Good Taste

HENRY & HENRY
Telephone 96

Princeton, Kentucky
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MARK CU

hambray Two-Piecer

For
Everythin
For
The
Farm

• Red Roof Paint
•White Creosote

$10.95 5 gal
$2.85 bal

• Black Roof Coating
•5V Aluminum Roofing

$4.00 10 gal.
$9.50 square

• 3 in 1 Jade Green Thick Butt
Shingles
• Outside White Paint

$6.95 square
$4.75 gal.

• Binder Twine
• Baler Twine

H

Joe i

$12.50 50 lb. bale
$12.50 50 lb bale

• Arsenate of Lead
• Roll Roofin, 45, 55, 65, 90
lb.
IN

$12.00 case
$1.90 up

H9PKINSVILLE irs

Cayce-Yost Co.
INCORPORATED

lie's cone
Pe gives
never
lie rpita,
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EWSFEATURES

Jim Thorpe is back
.ilf
(CI

r

'kour:
ter,:
tYe

36 more years and
unds than he did
as hailed as the
est athlete at the
c Games in Stockhas cut his speed
and his weight —
im out of the pole
he has returned to
the role of a coach.
assistant to the genor of physical activChicago Park Dis's the parks to talk
to teach them the
f running, jumping
the shot and discus.

lie puts on a wliile ,weater and
a baseball cap and works with
boys and girls ranging in age
from eight to 20.
"I like it," he says.
Thorpe is a man of few words
and ever fewer expressions. But
the broad smile on his face as
he jogs down a cinder path with
a pack of youngsters at his heels
shows he gets a kick out of his
new job.
The lads look just the same
as they did a generation back.
"But they have better equipment and better facilities than
when I was a boy," he says.
"And there are more who go in
for athletics. That means there
will be more competition and
more records will be broken."
Thorpe finds it hard to choose

CALL

ARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
V 51..rket St

Phone 81

Stain!

Stee
for
So nit

NEW De Laval Magnetic
SPEEDWAY Milker
• ere
• the great new postwar De Laval Magnetic
way Milker offering you still better De Laval
g:and many other important advantages. De Laval
erring works continually to improve'... that's
dairy farmers always look to De Laval for the
to milking ... and get it! Ask us to explain these

n, Kentucky

tant new advantages to you:
Improved Sanitation • tong•r Service-Life
•
eater Dependability • Rugged Strength • Easier Cleaning
More Compact Installatioa
•
wi Design oad Construction
tower Operatina Costs

Ladino Survives

Heavy Paturing
Farmers in Davies* county are
reporting unusual amounts of
pasturage from ladino clover,
according to Farm Agent John
E. McClure, who cites the case
of Erie Mulligan of the West
Louisville community. Mulligan
kept 200 hogs and 14 steers on
a
seven-acre ladino field
throughout November, grazing
it so closely that the ground
was almost bare. Despite winter freezes, the crop has made
excellent growth, the stand
seemingly as thick as last year.

Ordway Post
No. Ill, American Legion, has
announced its annual Fourth of
July celebration to be held in
Marion Monday, July 5, as the
Fourth falls on Sunday this year.
The plans call for an oldtime, rousing celebration with
fireworks, bands, speakers, barbecue, races and a carnival.
There will be no admission at
the gate. Proceeds from this c01ebrgtion will go toward erection
Idaho's first official highway
of the American Legion Memorial B u il ding, now under took three years to build and
was 824 miles long.
construction.

_

John Bryan Bowman Hall, new residence unit for
men at the University of Kentucky, will be dedicated
Friday. June 4, as part of the Commencement Week
program. Named for one of the founders of the UM-

A hearty, yet economical main
dish may be made with shoulder of lamb. In this recipe, most
of the preparation of the dish
may be done early in the day,
then it may be reheated and
thickened just before serving,
according to Miss Florence. Imlay, foods specialist in the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky.
Curry of Lamb
1 pound lamb shoulder
at teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
2 tablespoons drippings
I cup diced celery with tops
v• Cup sliced onion
2 cups water
2 tablespoons flour
Curry powder
2-3 cup uncooked rice.
While the rice is cooking in
boiling salted water, cut the
lamb in 1-inch pieces and season. Brown in drippings in heavy frying pan. Added chopped
onion, celery and water. Cover
and let simmer for 1 hour. Using- from 1-8 to 1 teaspoon of
curry powder, according to your
taste, mix it with flour, then
his favorite sport. He won decathlon and pentathlon in the
1912 Olympics. He ranked as • an
all-time great in college and pro
football. He played a fair game
of baseball.
"I like 'ern all," he says. "But
I like fishing and hunting better than anything.'

Immediate Delivery on a

Nutt Certified Motor
Dodge
Chevrolet

Ford
Plymouth

As low as $25 down
The perfectly balanced motor for the owner who demands the best.
See Ed Anderson

tier Milking

Montgomery Ward
Hopkinsville.

versity, the building is the fourth permanent dormitory for U. K. men. It accommodates 108 students
and provides recreational facilities for the entire dormitory quadrangle.

with water to make a thin
paste. Stir and add to lamb. Cook
slowly 10 minutes. If desired, 1-4
cup pickle relish may be added
Serve hot on hot fluffy rice.
Serves 4.
Menu: Curry of lamb on boiled rice, buttered carrots, spring
salad, rye bread, butter and
clterry cobbler.

Sports Flashes

London — AP — Plans for a
plaque which will make Franklin D. Roosevelt the first head
of a foreign state ever honored
by a niche in Westminster Abbey are to be execeted by Sculptor H. W. Palliser. The design
by C. Terry Pledge, ministry of
works architect, will be an
American eagle carved out of
Hopton Wood stone, a form of
marble. The carved inscription
in Roman, lettering, which was
suggested jointly by Winston
Churchill and Prime Minister
Attlee, is still a secret.
The Roosevelt niche, the last
remaining on the Abbey walls,
stands above the roll of honor
of civilian casualities in the last
war, in a section between the
great west door and St. George's
Chapel.

and getting only 20 minutes!
"Well, I got to the speakers
table about nine o'clock. I told
'em 'I got three hours to make
my plans and I'm gonna talk
as long as Iwant. I didn't come
out to Denver to talk for only
20 minutes.' Well, do you know
I just about made my plane."
• • •
If you ever get a chance to see
the top golf pros put on their
exhibition before a golf match
don't miss Jimmy Demaret. The
Hat is terrific as a master of ceremonies. He describes the shots
of, each pro and tells what he
thinks of each.
As national capitals, Ottawa
"Mumbles." is what Demaret
calls Bobby Locks of South Af- and Washington have a lot in
rica. "All Bobby ever says on common geographically: each
the golf course is 'you're away,'" has its chief governmental buildings on a hilltop and each has
says Demaret.
Jimmy also has a pet nick- a river and two tributaries.
name for Dr. Cary Middlecoff,
the Memphis dentist. Demaret Everybody reads The Herald!
calls him 'c'avity."

FM

AM
riI8LE Rowe

DOUBLE

Model 31,

VALUE., 89.95

Plaque For Roosevelt

Receipt Of Week
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE

Marion legion To
Celebrate
Fourth
Mar.,
•

Here's your chance at two radios in one. You thrill to the
perfection of FM—all
static, fading and station interference virtually eliminated,You
enjoy your favorite AM programs, too, in natural color toss.
Exclusive G-E Beamascope,
,powerful Dynapower speaker.
Lovely rosewocx1 plastic cabinet
See it, hear it—today.
uncanny

HELP YOUR COUNTRY...
HELP YOURSELPI
There is still • very real need
for every ounce of used fats we
• can salvage. The world-wide
shortage is greater today than
ever before. Please. .. keep
saving and turning in your used
kitchen fats. P. S. Yes! you
de get paid for then, ... and
you know how ready cash
counts today.

Keep Turning in Used Fats!
AIIIIICII tat Salvage

Comnatas, lee.

Princeton Lumber
Company
S. Seminary St.

Phone 260

They get iesultsl

By Frank Eck .
Try Leader Classified Ads (AP Newsfeatures Sports Writer)
New York — Bob Feller, in his
new book "How to Pitch," advises against use of the slider
early in tl‘e season. Oddly
enough, it was the slider pitch
that helped Feller set his strikeout record of 348 in 1946.
"I used the slider in many
spots where I had used a curve
before," writes Feller. "It is usually pitched to the outside corner, away from a right hander,
Tractor Operation
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
and also is an effective pitch to
a left hander when it is sterted Source Of Fuel Loss
Flying ants may be termites—
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
Kentucky farmers are wast- possibly in your home. A FREF
wide and breaks in enough to
catch the other corner of the ing annually about a half million TERMINIX INSPECTION will
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
dollars in tractor fuel, according give you accurate information
plate.
"Because the slider has a ten- to a recent study which states on the extent of termite damdaily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
dency to place extra strain on that the average tractor may age in your property. Don't deelbow muscles, it is not advisa- waste up to ,150 gallons of fuel lay, call today!
ble to start throwing it early in each year. Much of this loss may
STEGER LUMBER CO.
training or very often early in be avoided, says E. F. Daniel,
Phone 5174
,
the season. The arm should be field agent in farm management
Authoriced Representative it
Ohio Valley Termini: Corwin a very good condition before it at the College of' Agriculture
Phone 898
Princeton, Ky.
and Home Economics, Universiis used extensively.
.
As Advertli•d Ire'llos Pest"'
"When the slider is fully de- ty of Kentucky. He recommends;_i
veloped, it will break as much (1) keeping the tractor in goocn
We pay all phone charges.
as five or six inches. It does not mechanical condition, (2) doing
.
moTE LQNTROl
break as widely as a curve, but two jobs at once, (3) repairing
it can be more effective because leaks in tanks and hose, (4) not
of the suddenness of its action.' filling the fuel tank entirely
Some veteran baseballmen dis- full, and (5) not over-loading
agree with Feller and the slider. nor over-speeding the tractor.
Cy Perkins, for one, belives it is Because farm production costs
the reason for so many sore are becoming more important
arms in the big leagues today, to the welfare of the farm famWhen the
"The pitch ought to be ruled out ily, careful attention should be
by the managers," says the Phil- given to reducing them, advisSummer Sun Shines
ed 0.4r. Daniel.
ly bullpen coach.
• • •
If Ken Keltner, Cleveland
third baseman, continues at his
present home run pace he could
hit about 90 this year. Keltner
hit 10 round trippers in the first
16 games this spring. His high
Be cooler, took prettier ...with
for a full season is 26, hit in
HOPKINSVILLE
von-tanned shoulders too pretty
1938. Only other time he passed
to hide, full-full skirts that give
15 homers was in 1941 when he
ballerina grace to your step.
blasted 23 . . . Bob Feller says
Jscket off and you're ready for sunning
he'll make up his mind in Auor dancing ...jacket on and
gust regarding a third barnyou're trim and demure for town.
storming trip.
What a boon for junior budgets...
• • •
when Doris Dodson makes
Al Schacht, baseball's clown
one dress act like two!
prince, is making the minor
$16.95
league circuit again this season,
hophig to pay off the mortgage
for
on his new restaurant. He tells
a funny story about a recent
Women's Wear
trip to Denver.
"I flew out to Denver to talk
to the kids in their wonderful
"Not More, But Betbaseball leagues," says f,chacht.
ter Merchandise"
"When I noticed in the paper
that I was to talk for 20 to 30
(Incorporated)
minutes I got mad. Imagine me
exclusively yours
flying all the way out to Denver

Dead Stock
WAINTE,D

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

Kentucky Rendering Works

TERMINIX

Bare with it

WICARSON

$ttss to

Fredonia Ky

PRO TlECT
your
Is res in JUNIOR BAZAAR
-Summer Witchery" has a trick
of its ownl It's a Doris Dodson
sun dress ... but just add the
tiny jacket. .and you're ready
for town! Striking combinations of striped and plain Lonsdale chambray built around
purple, blue, and pink. 9 to 15.

TOMORROW

Today!

0.95 5 gol.
, $2.85 bd
.00 10 gal,

He's considerate of others

In recent weeks interest rates on borrowed money have increased. Will this trend continue into
1960 ... 1960?
No one can definitely predict. But ... regardless
of how high future rates may go, you would pay
only 4 pereent on any Federal Land Bank Loan
you make TODAY!
Are you fully protected against an increase in
rate on your present loan? If not, refinance it
now with a long term, amortized Federal Land
Bank Loan. You'll have protection from higher
interest from year to year. And, you'll have the
right to pay off any amount at any time, without
penalty.
A Federal Land Bank Loan made now, means
the difference between security and anxiety.

He gives called party time to answer
He never interrupts when line is in use

Three Rivers National Farm Loan Asso.

9.50 square
.95 square
.$4.75 9(11.
50 lb. bole
50 lb. 1.4/e
12.00 case
• $1 90 up

He releases line in emergency

TELEGRAPH COMPANY
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND

J. D. ALEXANDER, Secy, and Treas.
Phone 30

Princeton, Ky.

At tem In PIIOTOPIAY
and MODERN SCREEN
Doris Dodson's invitation to
waltz or work .. ."Dance
Ballerina," as bare or as covered as you please. Pink, blue
or main Lotto:Isle chambray
with black embroidery.
9 to IS.
$16.95

Exelerrive

Sam Howerton's
Fredonia, Ky.

-

Two Distilleries Fined
For Polluting Streams

Sophomore Class To
Sell "Buddy Poppies"

Eint% totaling $750 were asMonday at Frankfort
sessed
against the Old Taylor and Old
Crow Distilleries, branches of
the National Distillers Products
corp., after pleas of guilty were
entered on three charges of water pollution. They were cited
in indictments in March, April
and October of 1947, charging
material from the distilleries
polluted waters in Glenn Creek,
Woodford county effluent of the
Kentucky River. The corporation paid $250 each on three
counts. The guilty pleas were
accompanied by statements that
the firm is taking steps to remedy the pollution source.

Members of the Butler High
School _sophomore class, under
the direction of Mrs. Frank Craig
and Miss Pamelia Gordon, class
sponsors, will sell "Buddy Poppies" Saturday, for the local
VFW post. Headquarters for the
sale, in honor of members of the
armed forces who died overseas,
will be the KU building, a member of the VFW said.

EATS New Kind
of CANDY
Loses 65 Lbs.'
Wears Size 12 Again
Once 180th... Dorothy J. Miller,
2003 W. 70th St, Chicago, loot
6 Ih.. weekly for 13 weeks with
the remarkable NEW AYDS
Candy Reducing Harland she now
wears me 12 again. AYDS is a
doctor's ansa•ine discovery.
Pft0OF postrivE! Eminent
phyeirkinewipervned clinical testa
and report quick and wife lames
Of It tovMounda, with over 100 a
EXPERIMENT / ""
No eserciae. No laxatives No drugs Eat
plenty. NO DIETING!
You etringy take AYDS before meals which
automatically curbs the appetite. The result is
you eat ten. and to.. weight. Only 62.89 for
fuli35-daya impply-powaibly more than you will
seed Your money refunded on the very first box
It you fail to low weight Come, phone or write.

.AlrOTOTgRafRIFIRTOTOJEO,

Baptist Sunday School
Rally Date Changed

Classified Ads

1
REID YOUR CAR POWER
LOOKS AND W60
vat BRING YOU IN

Especially is This True in Insurance Protection.
We Represent Only the Best Company.

13000-tgcet

tOrdIRSIEIRIENIWOJOINF011ffelfrfoffRia_trairafelilfgergig

PLAY SAFE

CALL US

liffRiggrettraliairoelfiNillEIEJ018

L
John E. Young
ins. Agency
IN S. Harrison St.

Phone 25
^

C.

Car need 11 ing up
. or wont to trode
la h. on 0 lotev mod.
ol? Flood eve how
wow% yow need .
mod phone ot coins
ha.
W•11
gladly
144 wet, o Inendly
ask loo,.

antemtde
FINANCE CORPOP.ATION OF K.
a

(East Side of Square)
104 Court Square, Princeton
Ph,. 470

C. C
, fr.

Loving Cup Coffee
The Coffee with the wonderful flavor
lb. 39¢, 3 lbs. $1.12
RED CROSS MACARONI OR
SARATOGA BRAND
SPAGHETTI pkg. 8'At ¢, 3 for 25¢
Pork & Beans 16 oz. can
10¢
WISCONSIN, full cream
SCOTT COUNTY
DAISY CHEESE
lb.
58¢
Tomato Catsup
14 oz. bot. 15d
DIXIE BELLE
KENT FARM, whole kernel
SODA CRACKERS 2 lb. pkg. 39¢
CORN
19 oz. can
15¢
HUNT'S
DUFF'S
Fruit Cocktail, 16 oz. can 221/21%
'White Cake Mix 16 oz. pkg. 38¢
TEXSUN, sweetened
DR. PHILLIPS
Grapefruit Juice 46 oz. can 171/
2¢
Blended Juice 46 oz. can
23¢
ANY BRAND
GASTON FANCY
14 oz. can
Potted Meat 3/
10¢
Tomato Juice 46 oz. can
20¢
California's Finest, Monarch Brand
UNDERWOOD
SPINACH
Deviled Ham 21
19 oz. can
/
2 oz. can
19¢
20¢
PEPPY HOT
STUFFED, KING'S PICKED
MUSTARD
full qt. jar
16¢
OLIVES
6/
1
2 oz. jar.
42¢
PURE CONCORD, STEEL'S
NINE INCH
Grape Juice
full qt.
33¢
Paper Plates pkg. of ten 121
/
2¢
DIAMOND
Paper Spoons pkg. of 14
Paper Napkins 125 to pkg. 40¢
9¢
TRI VALLEY, heavy syrup
MAGIC GOLD
Peanut Butter
PEACHES
16 oz. jar
29 oz. can
26¢
26¢
BUDLONG, whole
BUDLONG
Sweet Pickles
16 oz. jar
30¢
Sour Pickles
32 oz. jar
31¢
PIK NIX
OSAGE
Shoe String Potatoes 4 oz. can 21¢
Pimentoes
2 oz. jar
131
/
2¢
OLD JUDGE
LADY BETTY
Barbecue Sauce 6 oz. bot. 15¢
Mayonnaise
8 oz jar
25¢
Paper
Forks
pkg. of 14
SUNSHINE HI-HO
96t1
SUNSHINE
CRACKERS
1 lb. box
30¢
Graham Crackers 1 lb. box 29¢
DUNBARTON OAKS
LITE FLAKE
Date Nut Bread 19 oz. can 121
/
2¢
FLOUR
10 lb bag
84¢
One lee tea glans free with each can of
Dunbarton Oaks Date Nut Bread purchased.
Apricot Nector 23, OZ. jar 19¢
ZION
VIRGINIA DARE
Fig Bars 1 lb. cello. pkg.
25¢
Instant Drink
2 bets.
5¢
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
NEW RED TRIUMPHS
RADISHES
bunch
7½
POTATOES
10 lb. bag
49¢
GREEN PASCAL
FIVE DOZEN SIZE
CELERY
stalk
12½
LETTUCE
head
17'/2
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

ed. Permanent. Write today.
McNESS COMPANY, Dept A,

-^

Grocery
For Sale

UMT Opposed By
Southern Baptists

people for marriage and a program for insruction in domestic

THE

and marriage problems.

tra

Administrator's Notice

BELLSOF

All persons knowing themselves indebted to the estate of
the late Leo Garrett, please settle same with me on or before
August 1, 1948 and those holding claims against the estate will
be required to present same,
properly proven, by above date.
Addie Garrett, Admx.
Leo Garrett Estate
3tc
Snap-catches were invented in
the early 18908.

_\c,trA0)
4

T01

3 Days! Starting
SUNDAY, MAY 29

11111=11Mmr

sis
THOSE FLYING FEET NEED

\\)\--')

RED GOOSE SHOES

'IV

Staunchly built to stand active

,
-L/1/z

wear ...and sweetly styled to
win the heart of your little girll

Pr inc

Drop Everything and Hurry to the A &

Summer Food Festiv
Come see all the good things for warm weather we've gathered t
Share the cool savings on these summer foods being featured this w
our A&P.
Smoked

Skinned

(Ready-to-Eat)

Sugar
Cured
Short Shank

and that is why

LB

LB

school build
Eastside Sch
to accommodate
600 the last
e 750 in 1958, i
while Butler.
accommodate

6

LB

the ease of

and Tender
Sliced

SWEET JUICE LADEN

EA

term and will
600 in 1953.

9

39¢

NEW GREEN
CABBAGE

lb

49¢

GREEN CORN

5 ears

23¢

GREEN PEPPERS

2 for

Ctn.
Inc.
Tax
GOLDEN WHOLE GRAIN CORN
NIBLETS
12-oz. can
Sc VARIETIES
CANDY BARS
6 for
GELATIN DESSERTS
SPARKLE
3 pkgs.
VEGETABLE COCKTAIL
TEN GRAND
46-oz. can
RAJAH
qt. jar
SALAD DRESSING
SULTANA QUEEN PLAIN
OLIVES
pt. jar
N. B. C. PREMIUM
CRACKERS
1 -lb. box
SULT.
FRUIT COCKTAIL No. 1 boll can
WALL PAPER CLEANER
CINCY
40-oz. can

CIGARETTES

SCHOOL DAY PEAS 2 No. 2 cans 29¢

LB.
LOAF

KRAFTS

Cheese
Food

LOAF
LB.
SURE GOOD
WILDMERE
OLEOMARGARINE
lb. ctn. 41¢
FRESH PURE
BUTTER
1 -lb. roll
LARD
4 lb. ctn.
$1.10
OPEN ALL DAY
S
eq g
MONDAY
MAY 31
4P
SWIFT'NING
Swifts All Porpoise Lard

NATOONAUY ADVIRIT11110
roblicelews

lb

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Every Pair Fitted By X-Ray"

45(

$1.13

CHOPPED HAM
Armour, - for picnic lunches
12-ow.
ran

51(

2

VIENNA SAUSAGE
Armours Star Brand
4-ow.
can

20(

SWEETHEART
SOAP
Regular
Rath
cakes (cakes

is)

Committee
t start in attac

problems of
dwell county
's welfare me
and well educe
the best invest
other commu
Is said.
baton presented

Skinless

LANGS DILL, SOUR OR SW. MIXED
PICKLES
qt. jar.
25C
roNA
PORK & BEANS 2 1 -lb. cans 21d
N. B. ('.
RITZ CRACKERS
1 -lb. box
31¢
SULT.
PEANUT BUTTER
1 -lb. jar
31¢
YUKON CLUB
BEVERAGES
qt. bot.
10¢
OUR OWN TEA
1/
2-1b. pkg. 49¢
IONA IN SYRUP
PEACHES
No. 21
/
2 can
25¢
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE 3-lb. bag $1.15

have 100 failur
each year, that
of wasted time
ity", the spas
luxe each pu

•

Full Dressed Hens
For Fricassee or Stewing

TENDER STRINGLESS
GREEN BEANS
2 lbs.
ALABAMA NEW RED
POTATOES
10 lbs.
FANCY RED RIPE
TOMATOES
cello tube

gated. Urgent
chi:grooms and
was indicated

ume grade."
en are closest

R

Fresh Eastern Shore
Full Dressed

noon.

ust spend anoth

lb
Shank Portion
Shank
lb. 59c
Portion

Hams
Smoked Picnics
FRYERS
FOWL
WEINERS
BOLOGNA
WATERMELONS (51:

CHED-O-BIT
VELVETTA

n Tells
pu pils Failing
years Lost To
Community

am teacher load
e Southern 4ra
ary School Ss,
said, whereas in
schools, both ele
some classes
50 pupils, "and
why failur
in our system,
Supt. L. C. Tayl

CHEESE FOOD
'HALF THE FUN
OF HAVING FEET'

I Building
Teachers Ar
I Overload.
Kiwan.

ebesday

POPULAR BRAND

CAPITOL THEATRE

76

Committee, in
members of the

Tel 816 J

Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday held the
gains of last week and in some
14 From Here Attend
instances advanced slightly.
91st Annual Convention Hogs topped at $21, down 25
cents; No. 1 3/eels $31, up $2;
At Memphis
baby beeves $30, up 50 cents;
Local delegates at the 91st an- medium quality
cattle
nual meeting of the Southern $27, no change; fatbutcher
cows $25, up
Baptist Convention, which end- $1: long fed
steers $32, up $1 and
ed Sunday in Memphis, Tenn., short fed steers
$29, up $1. Milk
included Rev. H. G. M. Railer, cows' sold
for $90 to $145 and
Rev. 0. M. Schultz, Rev. and best spring lambs $31. Total
Mrs. Carl Overton and son, Ret- head sold
was 1140.
ry Joiner, Sr., Leslie 13thrber
Virginia Joiner
Lamb, Miss
Local Sailor Serving
Dave Mitchell, Eurie Farmer,
On USS Duxbury Bay .
Ray Farmer and Dennis Hodge.
Lucian C. McKinney, ship's I
Mrs. Mae Morris and daughter,
serviceman, third class, USN,
Elaine, attended the meeting of
husband of Mrs. Pauline McKinthe Baptist
Women's Union,
ney, 213 Egan street, is serving
which immediately preceded the
aboard the seaplane tender USS
five-day convention.
Duxhury Bay as a laundryman
The nearly 10,000 "messengers"
reaffirmed their opposition to universal military
training but
withheld comment on President
Trutt-Ian's civil rights program.
-Recommendations by a social
service commission, reported at
the meeting, included:
• A rejection of the idea that
was is inevitable, and adoption '
of a positive plan for peace.
A request for the government
OWE IT
to set up impartial fact-finding
agencies in labor disputes and a
TO YOURSELF
suggestion that churches offer
their services in bringing laborTO SEE
management understanding.
Greater education of young

0E0 row PRIZE
compAONsTY NEW

teachers". was t
dra wn by Dr. F.
man of the

Francis Cotton

Livestock Market Sales
Steady Or Advancing

EP

teachers a
school
kaildinp are badl
aid the county
many
has far too

Now fashion makes new
on your figure, Ma'am'
photic line of division. Ws
thanks to the Holly-Ent.,
Hollywood -Maxwell with an ingenious tassel
and featuring the only
continuous Whirlpool'
for continuous beauty
DS4

SHE OR CALL

Pr

bottom price. neE p,
409 S. Male, Roa

FOR SALE: J. I. Case tractor- Freeport, Ill.
2tp Ph. 652-M
drawn corn planter with fertie
541-W.
I
.0 .165
or
SALE Large Super-6 re- KENNEDY
RABIC
tilizer attachment; will work FOR
902 Green St. Ph ut
,.
burner type. In
Oil
frigerator.
SEAT COVERS
ImMitchell
tractor.
pick up and
on any
de
Guraanteed not to rip or fade.
e
Ph
o
n
condition.
lto
242.
excellent
Phone
plement Co.
guaranteed. Gears
For your car or truck. Instal3114. Lee Mashburn, Princeton, service man.
delivery:
immediate
for
Ready
extra
lation by experts at no
2tp
Route 3.
3-9-8 fertilizer. Mitchell ImHELMTS PUI,e0eux
cost. Hodge Iflutor and ImpleHe
242.
Phone
Co.
plement
ment Company. Phone 87. tic
FOR SALE: Table top gasoline CHICKS-Holder ill
Veterans:
cook stove; 5 burner; in Per- reeords-R.O.P. sirhi
FOR SALE: Louis XIV Love AlTENTION, Disabled
Government App.
Princeton, Ky., fect condition; cheap. Phone
of
41,
Chapter
Seat. Also cake stand and predreda in hr
lip
are willing to lend a helping
675-J. 102 Ratliff St.
serve stand and other pieces
chicks. Free Br •
veterans of Caldall
to
hand
of pattern glass. The Swap
tins. HELM'S Ha
well county. Attend our meet- PIANOS -- RADI•13-ORGANS
ltc
Shop, W. Market St.
near Hitchyard.
ing Tuesday night, June 1, in - SOLOVOX. Top quality,
You can save 25 cents of your
K. U. basement at 7:30 o'cloick.
ltc
paint dollar by using RED
tfc
SPOT. Joiner's.
MALE HELP WANTED: ReliaWANTED: Fancy hat's. The
ble man with car wanted to
t St. ltc
Swap Shop. W. Ma
call on farmers in Caldwell
County. Wonderful opportunSAVE MONEY
ity. $15 to $20 in a day. No
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
experience or capital requiry our
and accessories for
Chrysler-built automobiles and
trucks. Hodge .Motor and Implement Company, Phone 87.
tic
towtorIng
Firm waft

The Best Is Usually

spsowta oct

ltc

Fredonia. Tel. 37.-J.

The Caldwell Baptist ASSOCIaBATTERIES
tional Sunday School Rally, pre- With a
written guarantee for
your car, truck or tractor. Get
viously scheduled Sunday, May
our price. Hodge Motor and
30, will be held Sunday afterCompany, Phone
Implement
noon, June 6, at 2:30 o'clock,
ifs:
87.
this
said
Rev. Carl Overton
week. Services will be at the OPPORTUNITY open in Princeton for ambitious, energetic
Fredonia Baptist Church. The
high school graduate, 25-40,
program will be announced latwith car to sell Burial Insurer, Rev. Overton said.
anc for Kentucky
Funeral
Directors Burial Association
Princeton Boys Tour
and Commonwealth Life InPrinceton Regulars Defeat
surance Company. High earnSouthern Horse Shows
Salem Nine, 14 To 5
ings - guaranteed salary' to
Charles and Tommy Glenn, of
Princeton Regulars g a ined
start, retirement and disability
traveling with a
are
Princeton,
their second victory of the seabenefits. Thorough training
the
son. Sunday afternoon at Salem group of saddle horses of
given
successful
applicants.
Ind.,
Elberfield,
Stables,
Harris
scorwin,
5
14
to
lopsided
with a
Write C. K. Steele, District
includes
which
circuit
show
on
a
innfive
first
the
ing in each of
Manager, Commonwealth Life
ings. Pitchers for the Princeton Montgomery and Birmingham, Insurance Co., Hopkinsville, or
MaTenn.,
and
Nashville
Ala.,
nine were Stevens and Morgan.
contact your local funeral diR H E con, Columbus and Atlanta, Ga.,
Score by innings:
rector.
ltc
said
Glenn,
Wilson
211 230 212-14 17 2 their father,
Princeton
FILMS DEVELOPED: We
001 100 030- 5 8 5 Wednesday:. Salem
speedily return pictures from
your roll films left with us.
General Motors Puts
Negro Home Partially
Camera Corner Studio. 200 BATTERIES at cost-with full
Wages Of 225,000 On
Destroyed By Fire
S. Jefferson. Phone 673-W. tic
guarantee as long as present
The head of a match which Living Cost Basis
stocks
last-for c a rs and
TIRES
fell into waste paper when it
Detroit - AP - General Motrucks. Hodge Motor Sales and
With
a
written
guarantee
for
car,
a
caused
reportedly
was struck,
tors Corp. hitched the wages of
Implement Co. West Main St.
truck Or tractor. Get our price.
fire that destroyed about half a its 225,000 employes to the natic
Phone 87.
Hodge
Motor an
Implement
frame house on N. Donivan late tion's cost of living Wednesday
Company. Phone 87.
tic CAMERA
Tuesday night. The house, owned in an unique two-year pact with
FILM BARGAINS:
At cost. Fresh roll film. All
by 0. D. Hayes, was the resi- the CIO United Auto Workers. HOMES
and FARMS: If you
sizes. Black and white. Color.
dence of a Negro family.
The biggest firm of its kind
want to buy or sell property,
One roll or more. Camera Corin the world gave a flat 11-cent
call or see C. A. Woodall,
ner Studio. 200 S. Jefferson.
an hour wage boost to avert a
Phone 54 and 175.
ltc
Phone 673-W.
strike set for Friday. It will be
adjusted later to the cost of Kennedy and Stallins - ElectFOR SALE or RENT: 4-room
living.
rical contractors; REA wiring
house in Fredonia; built last
GM did not reveal whether
a specialty. Work guaranteed. year. See or call T. R. Feagan,
the wage boost would lead to
another increase in its car prices.

The Cheapest

4f3n1sord

Thursauy, moy 2
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